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I. lEEKODimfIOH

A. Historioal Sketoh of Artificial Incrobation

Artificial intubation has been praotioel 
#1)

since times immemorial. The Aneinnt Egyptians maintain##, 
large custom hatcheries of 90,000-egg e a p a o i t y . A n  oven 
was constructed of sun-dried brick large enough for the 
attendant to enter into and work. Smudge or grate fires 
furnished the heat.

The attendant determined the proper de
gree of heat by his sense of touch. The temperature was 
controlled by adjusting the ventilators. The eggs that felt 
cold on the tenth day were designated as infertiles or dead 
germs and removed from the ovens. The position of attendant 
was inherited, being handed down from father to son. The 
young apprentice became proficient in the art of incubation 
only after years of experienee. Although the methods used 
were crude, excellent results were obtained.

The Chinese, also, practiced artificial 
incubation early in history. There are accounts of their 
hatching eggs artificially centuries before Christ. Thw 
Chinese method was somewhat similar to that of the Egyptians 
lippineott in comparing the primitiveness of the Chinese 
method to that of the Egyptians statesi



"fhe Chinese method, still in vogue, is equally prim
itive* The ovens are much smaller, and made of wickerwork
plastered with mud. They are heated by fires in the same

(2)compartment with the eggs."
' -  ■ ■ . \

/

These aneient hatcheries were distinctly 
maintained as business institutions which met the needs of the 
public. Some hatched eggs on a toll basis while others bought 
the eggs and in turn sold the chicks.

The modern incubator of to-day has evolved 
through various stages of development# In 1750 Reaumur hatched 
eggs by the use of heating horse manure!2  ̂ There are records 
of artificial hatching ovens, charcoal heated, which were used 
by the French and English about 1770. The first heat regula
ting device was invented in 1845 by M. bailee, a poultryman, 
near Paris, France.^)*

(3)Charles Cyphers , an early experimenter, 
deserves much credit for developing and improving the incuba
tor in America, His work aided considerably in making the 
incubator a commercial success. While improvements on incu
bators have been jenormoua since 1880, they have not been a 
practical euoeems until within the past 80. years • Particu
larly during this period, devices for regulating and main
taining constant temperature have been perfected#

Artificial incubation at its present 
state of development is aueeesaful from a commercial stand
point , but. has not reached the effieieney of the hen.
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lewis states: ...... ....
"It is ... doubtful whether the peroentage of

fertile eggs hatohed in. the ineuhator will year /aV 
after year run quite as high as when under the hen*"10;

(4)Bryden found the effioienoy of the hen 
to he 18 pereent greater than that of the inouhater* thus, 
man has not been entirely sueeemsful in artlfloially pro
viding all the footers of natural inoubation*

B. Arizona’s Climatio Conditions

Arizona and its neighboring states of the 
arid Southwest hare their own particular problems in artifi- 
cial incubation. The arid and seal-arid districts of the
United States are morevunfavbrablp to artificial incubation

^  ' - .than^the mere humid districts, particularly, because of the
low pereent relative humidity in the air. The mean relative 
humidity of Arizona is approximately 42 pereent as compared 
with 70 to 80 percent in the humid sections of the United 
States.* This condition is responsible for an abnormal
evaporation of the moisture content of incubating eggs' - .

which presents a serious problem*
Unfortunately modern eemmeroial incuba

tors are manufactured in the more humid districts without due

courtesy o f  Professor O. H. Catlia, U*S* Weather Bureau, 
University of Arizona, Tucson, •



regard to the vital problems that confront the people of the 
dryer sections. There is no such thing as a dry-climate 
incubator. However, some incubators more nearly meet the 
requirements of our climate than others. A truly dry-climate 
incubator would be one in which the operator eouM absolutely

' • ■ . • T c -  ■
obntrol the evaporation of the moisture content of eggs.

While there may be problems in the arid 
and semi-arid sections other than that of moisture, it is 
felt that humidity is a factor of importance.
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21. fHS EXPERmsro

Bolierlug that 80.1 prooesses in Incuba
tion have a direct relation to the moisture content of the 
egg and the oonsequent development of the embryo, a study 
was made of the following:

1. length of cooling period.
2. Texture of egg shell. -
3. Washed versus unwashed eggs.
4. Humber of times eggs were turned. .
5. Effect of different positions of eggs in trays.
6. Addition and amounts of moisture necessary to 

obtain the maximum hatchabili^-.

A. Purpose

In order to verify or disprove the faot 
that the moisture content of the egg during incubation has 
a direct bearing on its hatehability, and to ascertain to 
what extent the separate processes of incubation affect 
hatehability, a series of tests were conducted at the 
University of Arizona Poultry Farm during the spring of 
1924. " V  ' ' ■ ' ' '
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Bt Method of Proaedure

1. Eggs.
All eggs used were seeured from the same 

pen of sfngle-oomb White leghorns* A uniform type of egg 
was used, all variahle factors being eliminated as far as 
possible*

2. Operation of Machines.
The directions of the manufacturers were 

followed in the operation of the incubators. The tempera
ture was held within a range of 101 degrees ?«to 103 degrees 
P, during the hatching period. Moisture was supplied by means 
of moisture pans, sprinkling of eggs,and by keeping the 
floors of the cellar moist.

3. Incubators Used.
One 540-egg capacity machine, divided 

into nine compartments, each of which held 50 eggs, lot* 
water pipes were used to supply the heat. Three 110-egg 
capacity, hot-water-heated and two 140-egg hot-air type 
incubators were employed in these tests.

4. Records.
Eggs were candled on the seventh and 

fourteenth days, when infertile s and dead germs were re
moved. ill chicks hatched were classified as normal or weak.



1. length of Cooling Period

The units in this test were handled in the following manner:
' - - - '

1. Hot oooled - Control unit.
3. Oooled only three tijmm during hateh on the ninth, 

thirteenth, and seventeenth day from 8-a*m. to 2 p.m. 
in each inatmit,

0. Cooled 80 minutes a day, 15 minute# at 8 a.m. and 
IS minutes at 5 p.m. :

4. Cooled 60 minutes a day, 30 minutes at 8 a.m. and 30 
minutes at S.p.m.

5. Cooled short periods at first and increased as inau- 
bation advanced. Cooling time was equally divided 
at 8 a.m, and at 5 pirn.

The temperature was held fairly constant 
and within a good range as shown in figure 1. The tempera
ture of room in which e ggs were cooled ranged from 65 to 67 
degrees F.

Fig. 1. —  Chart Showing Range of Temperature as held by 
the 21 Days of Incubation.during the Experi
ments Cooling, Texture of Shell, and Washed
Sggs.

-7-

Days of Incubation
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FIG. 2. —  CHART SHOWHG GRAPHICALLY THS DAILY AND KEAN 
PERCENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY DURING THE IHCUBAl 
TION YXPEHBCTTS ON COOLING OP EGGS, TEXTURE 
OF EGG SHELLS, AND WASHED EGOS, AT THX UNIVER
SITY OF ARIZONA INCUBATOR CELLAR.*

1 2 3 4 5  6 7 89 10 11 12 1314 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Days of Incubation

*Note: The percent relative humidity wag recorded three
times daily at the University incubator oella* by the 
use of a wet and dry bulb hygrometer. The sand floor 
of the cellar was kept moist, at all times, for the 
purpose of keeping the relative humidity as high as 
possible.
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TABLE I. —  The Effeet of Cooling Eggs at Different Periods 
and Different Lengths of Time as Related to 
Efficiency of Hatch, Total Deaths of Pertlies. 
Dead Germs, Infertile#, Character of Chicks, 
and lumber Days Required for Hatch.

Problems on;which 
data was : 
recorded

"'cooled. ' jiioolea ;Uooied juooung 
:3 periods;30 nin.;60 min.:periodi:Hot

:cooled :during 
.control:inouba- 
iunit t tlozi 
1 :unit
z ■ :  ....

•a day; :a day; ;increased 
;15 a. ci. z30 a.m. :as hatch 
•and zand ; advanced 
:15 p.m. :30 a.m. zunlt 
zunitz z z z z zEfficiency :___# • 40 z 38 : z 74 z 64

of hatch ! z z % : zz Ho. • 20 ‘ : 19 ! 42 z 37 ; 32# z s' z zTotal z $> e 57.4 z 60.4 s 14.29 $ 21.2 s 33.3
deaths z z z ! zof fertiles * 9o# z 27 % 29 z 7 : 10 : 16
Dead germs 1 7th. z 1 z• 1 :

t 0 z• 0 z• 3
by days z 14th. ,z 1 : 8 z 1 . s 1 z 3and end z z z z
of hatch : end z 25 z 20 z 6 9 i 10

z i : :Infertile# s & • 6 z 4 z 2 : 6 $ 4: ": z z z
z Ho. z 3 z 2 : 1 : 3 : 2
z : z z : zCharacter zSormals : : 6 z 2 i 38 z 35 : 23

of chicks : Cripples: 0 i 3 : 0 z 1 : 2at 1-day 
old ;Weaks 10 l 10 z 2 z 1 z 5

zDead z 4 z 4 z 2 ! 0 z 2z z z i z z
: z z : z :

z z # z zHo. days required z : I : :for hatch z81-22 z 22-23 z 20-21 z 20-21 z 20-21
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2. Sgs^Shell Texture and. Washing

The various twits In this test were classified as followsi
1. Eggs having normal shells*
2. Eggs having tr&nslneent spots In shells,
0. Eggs having rough plaees on shells,
4* Eggs having thin shells.
5. Eggs having fclooa (cuticle) washed off.

The percent relative humidity of the 
incubator cellar was reasonably high. (See Fig. 2). Eggs 
were cooled as shown in fable II, page 21, and figure 3, 
page 20 . Temperature during period of incubation was fair
ly constant and within a reasonable range. (See Fig. 1, 
page 7).

3. Effect of Turning Eggs on Hatahability

The units in the turning test were manipulated in the follow
ing manner.

1. Hot turned - Control unit.
2. Turned onoe a day.
3. Turned twice a day.
4. Turned six times a day.

The trays of the incubators used were of 
the type having corrugated bottoms which facilitated perfect 
turning. Each egg eould be definitely turned by shifting it



-II-
through an angle of 45®. fhls eliminated the error in turning 
whleh la commonly the case when eggs are shuffled or rolled 
over on a level surface tray. Eggs turned on a level tray 
frequently assume the position with the same side up after 
several successive turnings. The unit turned six times was 
the only one not turned as described above and is fully ex
plained in the diseaseion.

She mean relative humidity of the incuba
tor cellar during the period of incubation was 41.6 percent. 
(See Fig. 4). She mean relative humidity 41.6 percent is 
1 percent lower than the annual mean relative humidity at 
Tucson. Thus, as related to the dry-olimate problem this 
experiment was conducted at a time representative of olimatio 
conditions.

The temperature held during the period of 
incubation was fairly constant as shown in figure 4. The 
length of the cooling time for eggs increased as the period 
of incubation advanced. (See Table II, p. 21 , and Fig. 3, 
p. 20 )# This method of cooling is representative of the 
practice generally employed.
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PIGr. 3. —  CHART SKO'rfiaa QRAPHICALIY THS DAILY A3D HSiH PSH- 
OYUT RELATIVE HU!iIDITY DURING THE INCUBATION 
EXPERIMENTS ON TURNING OF EGGS AND POSITION OF 
EGGS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA INCUBATOR 
CELLAR.*

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 D  11 12 B 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Days of Incubation

*Hot©: The percent relative humidity was recorded three
times daily at the University incubator cellar by the 
use of a wet and dry bulb hygrometer* The sand floor 
of the cellar was kept moist* at all times* for the 
purpose of keeping the relative humidity as high as 
possible*



FIS. -4. —  CHARI SHOWHS RANGE OF TEMPEEAftJRS AS HELD BY 
HCUBAHO! DIEIIG SEE EIPERIME5SS 01 SCRItlHG 
AID POSHIOH OF EGGS FOR SEE 21-DAY PERIOD.

Days of Incubation

4. Effect of Position of Egg In fray on Hateha- 
Mlity.

The various positions of the eggs in the separate units are
described below.

1» Placed in tray at a 45-degree angle large end up.
2* Perpendicular in tray large end of eggs up.
3* Placed in tray at a 45-degree angle, small end of 

eggs up.
4. Placed in tray at a horizontal position.
5. Perpendicular in tray, small end up.

fhe trays of this machine were of the type 
having corrugated bottoms which facilitated placing the eggs 
at the desired angle, the eggs perpendicular were held in
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position 'by small strips of wood, about penoil size, planed at 
right angle across the grooves, those at the 45-degree angle 
were held in position by placing the first egg in groove lean
ing against the side of tray at desired angle, the second egg 
leaning against the first egg, eto*r thereafter.

In turning the eggs -©£ this experiment a 
method of "taming with little Interference to position was 
employed. Briefly stated, the eggs at the angle positions 
were merely leaned the opposite direction at each turning 
time. This accomplished the operation of turning quite satis
factorily. The eggs la the perpendicular position were turned 
opposite end up for a period of three minutes when they were 
turned back to th^ position designated to the unit, holding it 
until the next turning period, ill eggs were turned twiee 
daily,once at 8 a m. and once at 6 p,m.

The temperature held by maohine during 
the incubation period was fairly constant as shown by figure 
6, page 13 • the' relative humidity of incubator cellar dur
ing the incubation period was 41.6 percent, which is 1 per
cent lower than the annual mean relative humidity at Tuoson. 
The daily and mean relative humidity of the incubator cellar 
during this period is shown in figure 4, page 12 , The eggs 
were cooled short periods at first and Increased as period of 
incubation advanced. (See Table II).



5. Effects of Varying Amounts of Moisture on 
HatehaMllty.

Moisture was applied In ttoe various ways as Indicated below.
1. Dry room and dry incubator*
£. Moist room and dry Incubator.
3* Moist room and moist sand pan In incubattr beneath 

egg tray. ■■ ' . , . ,
4* Moist room and water tray (free-water surface) In 

incubator below egg tray.
5. Moist ro«E and eggs sprinkled once daily.

There was a unit designated as"moist room" 
and sprinkled twice daily from which no results wore obtained 
because of an accident that occurred to it.

All incubators were operated in the 
regular moist inoubator room at the University incubator 
cellar except the control unit which was operated in an 
adjacent dry room of the cellar. The terms “moist room" and 
“dry room* as used here is meant to construe that the sand—  
surfaced floor of the moist room was kept moist at all times 
while the dry room had no moisture supplied during entire 
period of incubation.

Relative humidity readings were made and 
recorded three times daily of both the room and inside the 
incubator. (See Pig. 8), The relative humidity of the 
incubator was ascertained by the difference in the reading 
of a wc.S end dry bulb thermometer which was not fanned.



C. DlMussion of Results 

1. Cooling lest

. 5he oomparative results of the cooling
test -that oan be shown mathematically are suaaarized in fable 
If page 9. Other 41 sou eel one iaelw&e those of, the, behavior 
of developing embryo and general remarks oonsezning observa
tions made.

(a) Hot-Cooled Unit —  fhe Control.
fhs not-tooled unit was used as the con

trol unit, interpretation of the term "not-cooled" means that 
the eggs were not cooled during the incubation period sxeept 
on the seventh and fourteenth day at candling time. These two 
candling periods actually lasted five, minutes each. This unit 
was equipped with a turning device which enabled the operator 
to turn this unit as desired without having to remove eggs 
from the chamber.

The developing embryos, from observation 
made with the use of the eandler, were strong up to hatching 
time. A few of the ohioks came out on the twenty-first day, 
however, the majority hatched on the twenty-eeeond day. The 
contents of eggs which did not hatch were examined and showed 
a deficiency in evaporation as evidenced by a watery appear
ance, Also, there was a characteristic odor present which .
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IMloated that the refuse games had not teen adequately 
expelled. Such conditions are characteristic of Insufficient 
cooling,

A 40-percent hatch was obtained from this 
test. It was noted that 57,4 percent of the chicks died in 
the shell and that only 6 normal chicks were obtained. There 
were 10 weak chicks, 4 of which died the first day. Twenty- 
two days were required for incubation,

A supplementary unit not cooled was run 
thr&e weeks later* as a parallel to the original unit not 
cooled. This test ended with a 38-percent hatch of all eggs 
set. There were 8 normal chicks, 2 weeks, and 2 cripples. The 
mortality of embryos and day-old chicks to fertile eggs in the 
beginning was 73 percent. The embryos appeared strong up to 
hatohlng time. She check unit which was cooled short periods 
at first and_lnoreaeed as incubation advanced, resulted in a 
68-percent hatch of eggs set, with a mortality of embryos and 
day-old chicks to fertile eggs that started ef only 40 percent. 
The data corresponded consistently to the original unit,

(b) Ifait Pooled only Three Times During Hatch.
This unit was equipped with a turning 

device which enabled the operator to turn the eggs as desired 
without having to remove eggs from the chamber.

The developing embryos appeared to be 
strong up to the end of the first aixrhour cooling period on 
the ninth day of incubation. The general appearance of the
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embryos ohowed ©lots of blood, (apparently ruptured blood 
Teasels), and a decided general weakness after each 6-hour 
cooling period which was evidently caused by,chilling. 
Seventy-two hours after the first cooling period 6 embryos 
had died, the temperature of the room in which this unit 
was cooled ranged from 68 to 68 degrees F.

Seventy*### hours after the second 
cooling, 'S embryos had died and the remaining embryos 
showed evidences of ruptured blood vessels. A like condi
tion existed at the conclusion of the third coiling period. 
At hatehing time SO ohicks were dead in the shall. The 
hatch was 38 percent efficient and there were only S normal 
chicks out of the 19 which hatched. It was also noted that 
S3 days were required to complete the incubation period. 
This method of cooling was decidedly inferior to other 
methods used.

(c) Uhit Cooled 30 Minutes a Day.
Referring to Table I, it was found 

that this unit proved the highest of all units in effi
ciency of hatch, there being a hatch of 84 percent of all 
eggs set. The number of normal ohioks was 38 while there 
was 1 cripple and 1 chick which was designated as weak.
The developing embryos appeared to bo very strong. The 
ohioks hatched abundantly on the twentieth day and were 
all out early on the twenty-£irst day. Other units which
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had been cooled shorter periods or longer periods than this 
. ' . 

unit gave a less effieient hatch.

(d) Unit Cooled 60 Minutes a Say.
fable I shows the efficiency of hatch of 

this unit to be 74 percent of all eggs set. there were 36 
normal, 1 cripple, and 1 weak chick hatched. She developing 
embryos appeared to be very strong, the chicks hatched in 
large numbers on the twentieth day and all were hatched early 
on the twenty-ferret day. However, when the efficiency of 
this unit is compared to that of the unit "Cooled 30 Minutes 
a Day", (See Table I), this unit was less efficient in hatch
ing, indicating that the period of cooling was somewhat too 
long. ; ■ - : '" ..
: ■ ' ' : • - : i : : ■ . , : , - ;(e) fhe Unit Cooled Short Periods at First and 

Increased as Period of Incubation Advanced.

In this method of cooling the percent of
hatch was considerably higher than the unit not cooled, but
was not as high as the unit oooled 30 minutes a day or the 

- . unit oooled 60 minutes a day. The developing embryos of
this unit were-apparently strong. The ohieks hatched
abundantly on the twentieth day completing the hatch on the
twenty-first day. The total hateh to all eggs set was 64
peroent or 30 chicks, of which 23 were normal, 2 crippled
and 5 weak. This indicates that this is a very satisfactory
method of cooling eggs, even though other practises have
given slightly better results.
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FIG. S. —  0HAR5 GIVIEG A GRAPHIC PRESEH5?A3?IDS OF IABIS II 
HI YIE1GE A BISf MSWIOT OF COOLIBO TIME IS M O W  BY DAYS. OF THE TWIT COOLED SHORT P1RI0DS AS ; FIRSS AHD IHCIBASE® AS PERIOD OF nrCOBASIOH■ AD7AHCED. ' . " '  ̂ .

' <' ................... : . ; . :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 1415 16 1718 19 20
Days of Incubation

Hot®: Experiments on egg shell, turning, position, 
moisture were cooled, as shown in the above figure. &2 jj



TABLE II.

- H-

- LMGTH OF TIME EGGS WERE COOLED IE "SHELL", 
"TDRlim", “POSITIOI" and. "HOISTimB* TESTS.

•
Days of Minutes Minutes ; Total minutes
inoubation cooled seeled ; i cooled

at 8 a.m. at 5 p.m. i each day
1 0 0 :

$ 0
i - :

a 0 0 : 0
i : -

3 2 2 i
:4 2 2 ! 4
:5 2 ,, 2 : 4
!6 2 :
:

7 2 i
:

8 3 :
%

9 4 : 8
t10 5 5 : 10

11 i6 8 12
12 7 !

$ . 14
813 8 8 16
814 9 8 18

. $
18 12.5 12.5 8 28

!16 16 16 8 " - 38:
8

17 20 20 1 40
18 13 13 8 26' 819 6.5 6.5 8 13

820 0 0 8 0
8 •

21 0 0 8 0
Total 8
Minutes 120 120 8 240



2. Effect of Shell Texture on HatshabSlitr

The oo^upEtive results of the several 
units of the egg-shell test that can he shown mathematically 
are summarized in Table III. Other results are discussed 
under this topic, particularly those of behavior of develop
ing embryos and general remarks concerning observations 
made.

(a) The Unit Normal Shells —  Control Unit.
The term "normal shell", as used in this 

test, is applied to those eggs whleh were selected for having 
shells that were apparently normal in shape, size, eolor, 
texture, thickness, etc. They were free from ridges, spots, 
mal-formations, and any abnormalities as far as could be 
ascertained by the use of the oandler.

The units having normal shells and thin 
shells were equal in the efficiency of the hatch which was 
64 percent. However, the unit of thin-shelled eggs hatched 
one mere normal chick, but had 2 more cripples than did the 
normal-shelled unit.

"W- -

i
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SiBLE III —  SHE EFFECT OF VARIABLE CHARACTERS <B COHDIflOSS 
OF m s s  AS TEXTURE OF EGG SHELLS, and WASHED 
EGG SHELLS, AS RELATED SO EFFICIENCY OF HATCH,
.TOTAL DEATHS OF FERTILES, DEAD GERMS, INFERSILES, 
CHARACTER OF CHICKS, AND NUMBER OF DAYS REQUIRED 
FOR COMPLETION OF INCUBATION PERIOD.

Problems on which 
information was . 
recorded: ■ ' • : ' ' • •:

:(Formal
:ahells- 
:control

: : : :
: Translu- :Rough-: Thin-: Washed- 
roent spots:shell t shell:egg 
: in shell malt suait mnit

: ■ . i S'- : : s :Efficiency l i A ____ % 64 _ : ,_J>4.. _ t 50 % 64 : 56
of hatch i ■ : : : : :

:No. : 32 : 27 : 25 : 32 : 28
: . : : : . : :Total ! ^ : 37.5 : 50.0 : 47.9 : 36s St 51.0

deaths i : : : : :fer tiles :Ho. : 18 : 25 : 23 : 18 : 85
: : : ■ ' ■: : '%

Dead germs :7 th. 5 3 : 6 : 3 : 1 : • 1 ■by days and i .■: ■; : : :end of hatch :14th* : 3 : 1 : 7 : 4 : 7
:_____ : : : : s:EST" 10 ; 17 __ : 13 : 12 : 13

: : : : :Infertiles : # : '• 4 : 0 : 4 : 2 z 2
: : : : ' i :
:*o. * 2 : 0 : 2 : 1 : 1
: : : . : . : i. :

Character of :Hormals : 26 : 19 : 19 : 27 : 12
ohioks at :Cripples; : : : :1-day old : : 2 : 3 : 2 • 0 : 5

: : : : : :: Weeks : 2 : 3 : 4 : 4 : 7
: 1 : •: : : ::Deads : 2 : ■■ 2 : 0 : 1 : 4

Ho* days required : : : : •:for hatch, : 20 s 20-21 :20*81 :20-21: 20-21
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(b) fhe TranaluoQnt Spots in Shell Unit.
The term "translucent spots” means, that 

the eggs used in this unit had spots in their shells which 
were of a greater degree of transparency than the normal 
parts of the shell.

In this unit, 54 percent of eggs set 
hatched which is 10 percent lower than the control unit hav
ing normal shells, nineteen normal chicks were secured from 
the 50 tfggs set. Only the washed unit exceeds this unit in 
percent of deaths to fertile eggs that started. While this 
unit hatched later then the normal-she11 unit it hatched as 
early as any of the remaining units.

(e) The Rough-Shell Unit.
Those e ^ s  having ridges, rough sur

faces, rough spots or humps, rough sides, rough at either 
end, or any characters that could be termed as rough and not 
normally smooth in shells., were designated as eggs having 
rough shells.

There were 25 out of 50 eggs hatched in 
this unit, this being a 50-pereent hatch. The per sent hatch 
was 14 percent below that of the normal shells, the control 
unit, and 4 percent lower than any other unit. The percent 
total deaths to fertile eggs at the beginning was 47.9 per
cent which is 10.4 percent higher than the control unit. 
There were 25 chicks hatched, ef which 2 were cripples, and 
4 were weak. About one-third of the chicks hatched late on



the tsKuat-ieth day and the remainder daring the tweaty-l^et

,  '. ;■ . :  :

U) the Shin-Shell Unit.
She term "thin shells" used in this ex

periment applied to those eggs which showed the greatest 
penetration of light before the candler. The amount of 
light passing through the eggs seemed to be a reasonable 
index to thinness of shells. While the candler is not an 
exact test of thickness because of reflection and refraction 
of light, it was the only means found for selecting thin 
eggs for hatching.

The unit of thin shells hatched 3£ chicks 
out of 60 eggs,which is a 64-peSoent hatch. This unit 
equalled that of the control unit in hatching percent of eggs 
set. While the number of dead or fertile eggs in the begin
ning is the same as the control unit, the percent is one less, 
this being due to a difference in fertility. The relative 
efficiency of the hatch, however, is not equal to that of the 
control unit as seen when character of ehieke are compared.

This unit hatched on the twenty-first 
day. There were quite a few chicks that hatched after some 
difficulty because of excessive evaporation which caused the 
chicks to dry and stick to shells.

(e) The Washed-Eggs Unit.
The washed eggs unit was washed until the 

bloom was completely removed. The term "bloom" as used here 
means the gelatinous film on the surface of the egg shell.



There were 28 ohloke hatched out of 50 
eggs set, whieh is a 56-pet'cent hatch* This unit is 8 per
cent lower than the control unit in hatching percent. The 
total number of deaths of fertile eggs that started to 
germinate is 25.or 51 percent, this figure being the highest 
of all units, : ' ' • .. . • ' : ■

There were 4 chicks dead at 1-day old 
which is the highest death rate of day-old chicks of all 
units of the experiment. Seven weak embryos and 5 cripple 
chicks were present in the washed unit which is higher than 
in any other unit.

The hatch was completed on the after
noon of the twenty-fleet day. Drying and sticking of chicks 
to shells seem to hinder hatching. The air cells of eggs 
of this unit appeared larger than those of the control. The 
developing germs in this unit were apparently s trong early 
in the incubation period.

3. Results of Turning Test

The comparative results of the turning 
test are summarized in Table 1%, page 28. Other points 
discussed under this topic are those of behavior of devel
oping embryo and general remarks concerning observations 
made •
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(a) The Phit not gurnad —  Control Unit.

This unit ras not turned during perlM. 
of Inoubatlon exeept at candling tine, on the seventh day 
and on the fourteenth day* The eggs were not turned any 
more, at this time, than necessary to complete the operation 
of candling, ill eggs wore marked which made possible the 
keeping of the same side of eggs up through entire period of 
incubation, . v -



SABLE IT. . THE EFFECT OF TURNING EGGS VARIOUS HUMBER OF 
SHIES PER BAY BURIHGr PERIOD OF IHCUBATIOH AS 
RELATED TO EFFIGIEI0Y Of M ® .

O '  . X

Problems on which 
information was 
records!O'

2 2
2
2
2
2

2
Unit not: 
turned -%
control t 

2

Unit 
turned 
one# 
a day

2
2
I.2
2

Unit
turnedtwice
a day

2 ttolt 
! turned 
: six times
a.d®r ____

: ■ . 2 2 2
Efficiency :..... • 2 14 2 54 2 62 t 30
of hatch : 2 2 2

: HO. 2 7 2 87 2 31 2 16
2 2 2Total : ^ ___ - 2 89.5 2 45.4 2 38.0 2 72.0

deaths : 2 2 2 • • -
fortilea : Ko. ■ 2 • 43 2 32 2 18 2 35

: 2 2 2
Dead germs t fth. 2 3 2 5 2 5 : 1
by days and 2 ■ 2 2 $"end of hatch: 14th. 2 2 2 2 2 1 : 6

: 2 2: End 2 36 2_ 14 2 10 ; 26" : ^ I 2 2. •
Infertile® • 3  __ 2 4 2 4 2 6 2 4

$ 2 "2 2 J :
: Ho. ' 2 2 2 2 2:* 3 2 2
X : 2 2Character of: normals : 2 ■2 20 2 85 2 11chicks at 2 ' i 2 2

1-day old i Cripples: 3 2 3 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2
: Wealeo 2 - 61.; ....2 3 2 2 2 0
2 2 2 2
: Dead 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2

Mol days required 2 2 "ffor hatch ■ , : 21=22 2 20-21 2 20 2 20-21 .



The unit In which the eggs were not turnoi. 
during the incubation period hatched V ehloks out of 50 eggs 
set; which is a 14-percent hatch. This was the lowest In re
sults of all units of the test. Compared W  the other units 
the results of this unit was 48 percent lower than the unit 
turned twice, 40 percent lower than the unit turned one#, and 
16 percent lower than the unit turned 6 times.

In the unit not turned there were 43 or 
89 percent of fertile eggs in which the embryo died, this is 
the highest mortality rate of all units of the test.-

The character of chicks that hatched are 
described in Table IV as two normals, two cripples, one weak, 
and two dead chicles. The behavior of embryos, as observed 
in candling showed Indications of weakening. There were 
throe embryos found stuck to the shell at the first cand
ling but, none thereafter.

The embryos of this unit was exceed
ingly slow in developing. At the time, late on the twenty—  
second day, whon the chicks from all units of experiment 
were moved to the brooder, there were 36 eggs of the ndt- 
turned unit which remained unhatched. % e m  examination 
it was found that 12 of them contained live chicks which 
were helped out of shell for observation*

(b) The Unit Turned Once a Pay.
/ $h§ unit was turned once a day at 8 a.m. 
during the period of inoubation, beginning on the third day
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ancl oeaslng on the nineteenth-Gay,'.
The unit t-urned. onoe a day hatched 27 

chicks out of 60 eggs set/ which is a 54-peroent hatch. The 
number of ehitice which died in the shell was 22 which was 
45.4 percent. This is 44.1 percent lower than the control 
unit.

The ehnraeter of chicks as compared to 
the other units was superior to all units, except the unit 
turned twice a day. This unit hatched for. the-geeetmr part 
on the twentieth day and finished early the twentyWGirat^ 
day. The embryonic development appeared normal,

(c) The Unit Turned Twice a Day.
The unit turned twice a day was turned 

at 8 a.Eu and 6 p.m. each day, beginning on the third day 
of the Incubation period and ceasing on the nineteenth day. 
v The unit turned twice q day hatched
with the highest hateh of all units. There were 31 chicks 
hatched out of the 50 eggs set, which is a 62-percent hatch. 
This unit was nix»percent higher in hatching percent than ■ 
the second highest unit, and 48 percent higher than the

- : - i  . V

lowest unit, which was the control unit, - net turned. The 
mortality of this unit was 7.4 percent lower than any other 
unit and 51.5 percent lower than that of the not-turqed 
unit. ..

were %o abnormal cond itienSf ' 
found in the embryonic dovcl opnent. The chicks hatched 
were.good, there being 25 normals out of the 31 hatched.
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Shore were lieee dead in the shell at end of the h&teh in this 
unit than any other unit, there being 26 less than in the 
net-turned unit. The chicks all came out on the twentieth 
day, which was the earliest for completion of hatch of any 
unit.

(d) The Unit Turned Siz Times a Day.
The unit turned six times a day was 

turned at 8 a.m., 10 a.m., 12 a.m., 2 p.m., 4 p.m., and 
*6 p.m., beginning on the third day of the incubation period

i

and ceasing on the nineteenth day at 8 a.m. this unit was 
equipped with a turning device which enabled the operator 
to turn this unit as desired without having to move eggs 
from chamber. The turning device used, in principle was 
a small tin partition between each of 7 rows of eggs which 
when shifted to or fro accomplished the turning of the eggs.

The unit turned six times a day hatched 
the second lowest hatch of all units. Fifteen chicks 
hatched cut of 60 eggs set. which is a 30-percent hatch.
The mortality of fertile eggs that started to hatch was 72 
percent. This is 17.5 percent lower than the control unit 
and 34 percent higher than the unit turned twice a day.
There were 26 chicks dead in the shell at the end of hatch. 
The hatching of this unit was slow.

The embryos during the period of develop
ment were apparently normal as observed by the candler. Out 
of the 26 eggs remaining unhatched at end of the period 10 
of them were found with live chicks in them, which were in



a partially paralyzed oonaition.
While the results were inclinea to oon» 

■true the low hatch was due to too m o h  turning, there was 
a probability that a variable factor was present. It seems 
that the turning device used in turning this unit may have 
affected the hatch by hampering ventilation. IS dees not 
seem reasonable that six turnings should be detrimental to 
the hatch.

4. Results on Position of Eggs' 
in Tray.

(a) The Unit placed at an Angle of 45 Degrees - 
barge dnd up.

This unit was used as the control be
cause of the fact that many practical operators crowd the 
trays with eggs at setting time which incidentally places 
them at an angle of about 45 degrees.

The unit placed in the tray at an angle 
of 45 degrees, large end upward, surpassed all other units 
of the experiment in efficiency of hatch. This unit 
hatched 31 chicks out of 50 eggs set, this being a 62- 
peroent hatch of all oggs set.

The mortality rate of all fertile oggs 
that started to develop was 38 percent. This figure is much



lower than tho
She oharaoter of chicles of this unit

of the qW m t  imlSae

compared iro all other units excels considerably in percent 
of normals and strongs of obioks hatched. She percent of 
we ales, cripples, and dead germs was appreciably low com
pared '-to most of the other units. She chicks hatched well 
on the twentieth day which is earlier than that of the other 
units of the test*



TABLE 7. —  THE EFFECT Oil HATCH OF EGGS PLACED AT DIFFERENT 
; POSITIONS Hi TRAY DURING INCUBATION PERIOD AS 
RELATED «) EFFICIENCY OF BASOB.

: : 2 2Problems on which iITnit 45-:Unit :Unit 45-iNnit limit
information was idegree jperpen- 2degrees sperpen- iin
recorded. :angle jdicular: small: idisulariheri-.. - '■ " . • ilarge tlarge 2 e nd up :small izontBL

:end up -lend up 2: : end up :posl-
iGontrol » i • ;tion

: ^ 2 2 2 2 s
Effioieney 9t i a s 62 : 42 2 6 : 8 : 38
hatch : 2 2 2 2 2

: No . JL 31 __ : 21 2 - ' 3 .. 2 '• 4 : 19
i ! 2 . i :

Total : % 2 38.0 : 46.0 : • 95.4 2 ■ 91.8 2 64.5
deaths i 2 2 2" s 2
fertilcs : No. : 18 : 23 2 ■ 44 2 44 2 31

: 2 2 2 • I 2
Dead germs i 7th. : 5 ■ •: ■ 0 2 8 2 11 2 2
by days 2 2 2 2 2 2
and end of :14th. : 1 .'o'. 2 1 : 4 2 10
hatch 2 2 2 2 2 2

I Bod- 2 10 : 23 2 35 . : 29 : 17
: ' ^ • ' 2 2. 2 2 :

Infertiles : ’ % ! 6 : 0 ■2 • 6 2 4 : 4
t i : 2 2 2
: No. 2 3 • . 2 0 s 3 2 2 : 2
? 2 2 2 "'2 :Charmotor of :Normals 2 •25 • ' 2 11 I 0 2 0 2 9

chicks at * : : . - 2 2 21-day old :Cripples: 2 . : §.:.; 0 • 1 2 3
t . 2 : 2 2 2
jWeaks : 2 : 5 : 3 : 3 •'?. 5
2 2 2 2 2 2:Deads 2 2 2 0 :■ 0 2 0 : 2No, days required 2 2 2 2 * ' :for hatch 2 20 : 20-21 2 20-21 • 2 20-21 iso-a



FIGURE 6 —  DIAGRAM SHOWING THE RESPECTIVE POSTURE THAT CHICKS 
ASSUMED DURING THE INCUBATION EXPERIMENT ON POSITION 
OF EGGS PLACED AT DIFFERENT ANGLES TO THE HORIZONTAL 
LINE OF TRAY AND SHOWING POSITION OF ANTERIOR END OF 
CHICK AS RELATED TO AIR CELL AND ANTERIOR END OF EGG

45-Degree Angle Perpendicular
Small End Up Small End Up



The embryonic development advanced at 
a normal rate. The embryos of this unit, as observed by 
use of the candler, appeared normally strong, ill ehieka 
were observed to have assumed the normal position in shell, 
head of chick,in anterior end of shell. (See Pig. 6).

(b) The Unit perpendicular Large End Up.
This unit was second in efficiency of 

hatch,to the control unit. Twenty-one chicks were hatched 
out of 50 eggs set, this being a 42-percent hatch. This 
unit was second lowest in the mortality rate of fertile 
eggs that started to develop, it being 8 percent higher than 
the control unit and considerably lower ttnn all other units. 
There were no abnormalities observed in the embryonic devel
opment. (See Fig. 6).

The character of chicks was somewhat 
inferior to the control unit. Out of the 21 chicks hatched 
10 were weeks or cripples, this being 47.6 percent as com
pared to 19.3 percent of the control unit.

(o) The Unit Placed at Angle of 45 Degrees.
---- -------------------------------------  -----

This unit was the lowest in efficiency 
of hatch. There were 3 chicks hatched out of the 50 eggs 
set; this being a 6-percent hatch. The mortality rate of 
the fertile eggs that started to develop was 93.4 percent 
whioh is the highest of all units of the test. All chicks



hatohea were aesignatea as weeks*
The embryonic development of this unit 

as observed by use of the oandler appeared .to be somewhat 
slow. Five chicks were found alive in a paralyzed condi
tion after the hatch was entirely completed. All eggs were 
closely examined at hatching time and the heads of all 
chicks were found in the posterior end of the egg which is 
an abnormal position. (See Fig. 6).

(d) The Unit Perpendicular Small End Up.
The efficiency of the hatch of this unit 

was second lowest of all units. Out of 50 eggs set, four 
chicks were hatched which is an 8-percent hatch of all eggs 
set. The death rate of all fertile eggs that started to 
develop was 91.8 percent which is the second highest of all 
units. The chicks hatched were of inferior quality. The 
hatch started late the twentieth day and finished late the 
twenty-first day. When the hatch was completed there were 
sis ohieks found remaining in the shell in a paralyzed, con
dition. Twenty-nine deaths out of 44 occurred at hatching 
time.

The embryonic development of this unit 
appeared somewhat slow as observed by the use of the sand
ier. the position of ohieks in the shell at hatching time 
were all found to have their heads in the posterior end of 
the eggs which is an abnormal pos ition. (See Fig. 6).

-37-



(e) The Unit in Horizontal Position.
The unit placed, in a horizontal position 

was third, in hatching percent of eggs set. This unit hatched. 
19 chicks out of 50 eggs, which is a 38-percent hatch. This 
unit hatched. 24 percent lower than the control unit and. 4 
percent lower than the unit perpendicular-large end upward. 
This unit hatched 30 percent more chicks than the unit per
pendicular small end up and.32 percent more than the unit 
at 45 degrees,small end upward.

The mortality of fertile eggs that 
started to develop,of 64,5 percent is third highest of all 
units of this test.

The embryonic activity of this unit as 
observed under the candler appeared to he normal. The dis
tribution of mortality of this unit was normal up to the 
fourteenth day, but thereafter an increase in mortality 
occurred, Open examining ohiclcs at the end of the hatch, 
several were found sticking to the shell membranes, ill 
ehioke of this unit assumed the normal position in shell, 
head of the chick in anterior end of shell. (see Fig. 6).

5. Results of Moisture Application.

(a) The Unit in Dry Room and Dry Incubator - Control Unit.
The control unit hatched 9 ohioks out 

of 50 eggs sot, this being an IBgpercent hatch. The con
trol unit had a greater number of total deaths than any



other unit of the test# While the control, unit was equal 
to the.moist room and dry incubator in numhera hatohed, it 
was somewhat l&eking in effioieney of hatch when the char
acter of chicks was conaiderede this unit was the slowest 
of all units in hatching, its chicks not coming out until 
well into the twenty-first day. She embryonie behavior 
seemed normal during the period of incubation, excepting 
that four of the seven dead germs candled out on the seventh 
day were found dried and sticking to the shells# Eleven 
ehioke were found sticking to the shell after the hatch was 
completed. Eight of these chicks were alive but were fee&d 
*0 be in a paralyzed condition when helped out of the shell 
fbr examination#

The dry room and the dry incubator unit 
was the highest in the evaporation of the moisture content 
of eggs as determined by size of air cell with the use of the
eandler, and by loss of weight of eggs.> . -

this unit lost 19.9 percent of its 
original weight as compared to a less of 18.8 percent of the 
moist room and dry incubator, and 12.2 percent of the moist 
room and moist sand tray in inoubator. The mean relative 
humidity held in the inoubator in the dry room was 20.3 
percent compared to 24.6 in the dry inoubator.
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SABLE VII, —  SHE EFFEOS DIEFBREHS. KESH0D3 OF SUPPLY H O  
MOISTURE HAD OH EVAPORATION OF MOISTURE 
OOS f O f  OF EGGS AS RECORDED D U E i m  fESS 01 
MOISTURE,

Uhits of 
ezperimnt

: :: Average I' : Average : Loss in
$ initial :fined : gram
:gram weight :gram we igtit: woight 
jper _ :ner ege:__ :

:
iFerocait loss 
: we ight of 
:initial to 
: final

: i : iDry Room and : 1 ! :dry inouDatojp: 50.10 : • 40.09 : 10.01 : '19.9
i : :

Moist room : $ ' i l
and dry ; ! $ • . . ... - : • 1' . '
incubator ; 48.76 : 39.50 9.26 : 18.8

5 i : : ■; .; .Moist Room : $ - ■ • • - ■ ‘ : ■ : ~
and sand . I • 1 : $
pan i 50.50 . $ 44.32 : 6.18 : 12.2

: : : •v JMoist room ■ : ; %and water : : . i :
pan :. i • 49.34 : 41.71 : 7.53 : ' 16.4

: : :
Moist room : : ; i :
and i '• i *. i - —  -
sprinkled : 50.40 ■ : 41.71 : 8.69 : 17.2:
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FKiURS 7 —  GHAUT GHOTBZG R/JTGK OF Tn'FimATUFiE HEEiR BY THE 
Sm-RAL D:CUBATORS FOR TKK 21 DAYS OF IKCUBA7I0H .

. DURIRG th r ?jcpe?.iitu;t ok m o i s t u r e-
Temp.

Tnftu1x»f.m»

Moist

Moist Room and gnnd Trsv in Tnnubatcr

Moist Room and Water Trey in Incubator

Sprinkled Once a Day

1 2  5 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1314 15 16 17 16 19 20 21
Days of Incubation
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FIGURE 8 -- CHART SHOWING THE DAILY AND MEAN PERCENT RELATIVE 
HUMIDITY OF ROOM AND INCUBATORS AS RECORDED DURING 

THE INCUBATION EXPERIMENT ON MOISTURE
Dry Room and Dry Incubator

50
40
30
20ia

Moist Room and Dry Incubator

m / s / N \ y> / NSF• C€4 lo 7 ss 1-^

60
50
40
30
20

Moist Room and Sand Tray in Incubator
y < < //

V V .y
%  1L ̂ rv___

v
V X \

, / >

MtoH

60
50
40
30
20

Moist Room and Water Tray in Incubator

/
y

iN
X / %'Xr--

•

55.8

50
40
30
20

Moist Room and Eggs Sprinkled once a Day
yV— J<2*̂ >s X. /yL ys.s — ^

i.x* ire \s \

Meet??5.g

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Days of Incubation
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FIGUH7: 9 —  CHART SHOWIHQ RKLATIOKSHIP OF PERCEHT EGGS HATCHED 
OF ALL EGGS SET TO THE RELATIVE HUMIDITY OF IMCUBATOR 
AMD ROOM AMD TO LOSS IK WEIGHT OF EGGS DUE TO EVAPOR
ATION, CHART, ALSO, SHOTS RELATIONSHIP OF R 
HUMIDITY TO LOSS IN WEIGHT OF EGGS BY EVAPORATION,

Dry Room & 
Dry Xncu. 
Control 
Unit

Wet Room & 
Dry Incu,

Wet Room 
and Sprin
kled Once 
a Day

^et Room & 
Free Water 
Surface 
Pan

Wet Room & 
Volet 
Sand Tray 
in Incu,



TABLE VII. -- THE EFFECT OH HATCH OF EGGS SUBJECTED TO BUFEB- 
EHT METHODS OF SUPPLYIHG MOISTURE DURIHG THE 
HCUBATIOH PERIOD AS RELATED TO EFFICIEKCY OF 
HATCH.

:Uhit in :Unit in:Unit injUnit in :Unit in 
Problem# on whieh :dry room:moist moist moist moist 
informtion was ;anl dry :room :room & :room & :rooa & 
recorded :inouba- :and dry:sand mater jaggs

:tor - :inouba-stray in-tray in-:sprinkled
•.Control tier :oubator:oubator sonoe a day
; f ; ! » ': ■' s : . s .. 2 2Bffioieney: % : 18 s 18 : 42 2 32 : 26

or baton : :". : 2 2 2
: Ho. : 9 : 9 : 21 S 16 : 13
: , : : - s 2 iTotal a s  % : 93.3 : 84.7 2 61.7 2 76.0 2 80.6

deaths s ': : $ S.. ■ 2 %fertiles s Ho. : 42 : 41 2 29 2 35 2 37
' i : ; : 2 2

Dead germs: 7th. : 7 : 4 2 2 2 3 2 3
by days % :" s 2 2 2
and end of: 14th. s 3 s 5 2 4 S ^ 7 2 5
hatch $ : 2 2 2s End : 31 : 32 : 23 2 24 2 29

: ^ : : : 2 ... 2Infertiles: % : 10 s 8 s 6 2 8 2 8
i : .... j; s' 1 S ■ 2.: : Ho. : 5 : ' 4 2 3 2 4 2 4
: ... : • i 2 2 SOharaeier snormals s 4 : 7 2 19 2 12 2 9

of ehloks s ' s i 2 S 2at 1-day sCrippless 2 : 0 2 1 s 2 2 2
old s s : : s 1

sDead : 1 : 0 2 0 : 1 2 0
Ho. days regnlred s 2 s’ 2for hatch : 21 : 20-21 2 20 2 20 2 20-21



(b) The Unit ia Moist Room and, in Pry Inoubator*
$hia w i t  equalled that of the control u 

w i t  in the percent of hatch. However, it surpassed the 
control w i t  in relative efficiency of hatch when character 
of ohieks are considered. She efficiency of hatch of the 
w i t  in the moist room having moisture supplied to incubator 
was the lowest of-all.

the mortality of fertile eggs that 
started to develop was 8.6 percent lower than the control but 
considerably higher than those units in which moisture was 
adequately supplied. Only one embryo was found to be stuck 
to the shell on the seventh day, but five chicks were discov
ered stuek to the shell when hateh was completed. The em
bryonic development appeared normal as observed with the use 
of the oandler, excepting the one germ stuck to shell.

The loss in weight of this w i t  due to 
evaporation was less than that of the control w i t  but 
higher than those wi t s  having moisture supplied. The rela- 
tive humidity of the incubator of this w i t  was higher than 
the control unit but lower than any of those having moisture 
supplied.

(o) The Unit Moist Room and Sand Tray.
This unit surpassed that of all wits 

of the test in hatohabHity. There were 21 ehioks hatched 
out of 50 eggs set, this being a 42-percent hatch. The
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mortality of fertile eggs that started to develop was lower 
than any unit of the experiment. The percent of deaths of 
this unit was 61.7 percent while the control reached 93.0 
percent.

The embryonic behavior was apparently 
normal throughout the period of incubation- There were no 
germsior chicks found dried and stuck to shell.» The air 
cells were not as large as those of the other units. The 
character of chicks wore of superior quality as compared to 
the other units. This unit hatched on the twentieth day.

The relative humidity in the incubator 
was 40 percent higher than that of any unit of experiment, 
being 7.7 percent higher than the control unit. The loss 
in weight of eggs due to evaporation was 12.2 percent less 
than that of any other unite- The percent loss in wei^it of 
this unit was 7.7 percent lower than the control and 3.2 per 
cent lower than the unit in moist room and water pan in 
incubator.

(d) The Unit Moist Room and Water Tray.
The unit having a water tray in the 

moist room hatched with the second highest hatch of all 
units. There were 16 chicks hatched out of 50 eggs set, 
this being a 32-peroent hatch. This hatch was 10 percent 
lower than that of the unit of the moist room and sand tray 
incubator, and 23 percent higher than the control.



The mortality of embryos was second 
lowest of all units. The embryonic behavior of this unit 
appeared normal at all times. There were no germs or 
chicks stuck to the shells and the chicks were of good 
quality. Hatching was completed on the twentieth day.
However, it was noticed that hatching was not as rapid as in 
the compartment employing a sand tray.

The relative humidity was second highest 
of ell units, being 7.7 percent lower than that of the unit 
having sand tray in machine and 19.8 percent higher than the 
control unit. The less in weight due to evaporation was
second lowest of all units. Tho weight lost by this unit
' . ■ - ' ' ' ;
is 3,2 percent more than that of the sand-tray unit and 4.5
percent less than the control unit.

:

(e) The Uhit Hoist Room and Eggs Sprinkled Onoe Daily.
The unit in moist room and eggs sprinkled 

daily as a means of supplying moisture hatched the third low
est of all units of the test. There were 13 ohleks hatched 
out of the 50 eggs set, which is a 26-pereent hatch. This 
was the.lowest hatch of all.units which had moisture sup
plied to the insubator. The hatch of this unit, however, 
was higher than the unit in dry room and dry incubator and 
the unit moist room and dry incubator.

The mortality of this unit was higher 
than the sand* and water-tray units but lower than the dry 
incubators run in either moist or dry room. The character 
of the ehioks was fair* The behavior of embryos appeared



normal up to hatehing time* Seven chicks were found, stuck to 
shell at the end of hatch, She mean relative humidity was 
26,2 percent. She loss in weight hy evaporation was greater 
than that of other units having moisture supplied and loss 
than either of the dry incubators. (See Fig. 9),



/

iri. eororeioii oh artificial hicubatioh as
. RELATED TO THE DRY-CLIMB PROBLEM,

A, Climate.

Arizona and feer noightorlng states of 
the arid Southwest aro confronted with the dry^lla&te 
problem as related to artificial incubation* The dryness 
of the atmosphere in this district drys out the moisture In 
incubating eggs at a high rate* Excessive evaporation of 
the moisture of eggs causes embryos to dry and stick to the 
shell in the early stages and later at hatching time which 
lowers hatehability of eggs* The dry atmosphere may affect 
incubating eggs directly or indirectly in a manner yet un
known to investigators* High altitude common in the South
west, may be a factor*

While a complete solution to the problem 
of incubation in the dry climate may be several years in the 
future, it seems that the problem is surely reducing. Oper
ators of incubators in the arid sections should give the 
moisture problem due consideration and adhere to methods 
that tend to improve the dry climate conditions. They 
should remember that there is very little danger of ever 
supplying too much moisture but that there aro great pos
sibilities of not supplying enough.
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In referring to Table VIII, the annual 
mean relative humidity at Tucson for the 5-year period 
(1918-1982, inclusive), is 48,529 percent, the mean annual 
rainfall is 11,896 inches, and the annual mean temperature 
is 66.46 degrees Fahrenheit* The relative humidity of the 
four popular months of the incubation season is 51*85 per
cent for February, 42.40 percent for March, SS#90 percent 
for April, and 27.70 percent for Hay.

The data in this Table as summarized 
in the preceding paragraph is a presentation of facts con
cerning the weather at Tucson as recorded by the United 
States Weather Station at the University of Arizona. This 
data is quite representative of a longer period. The mean 
relative humidity over a 40-year period at Tucson is 42.6 
percent.



CABLE VIII. —  CHS M E M  KOIZTKLY M D  MITIJAL CEMPERADHRE, 
RELATIVE HOMIDICY, ARD RAIIIPALL AT CUCSOH, 
AREOLA, FOR A 5-YEAR PERIOD, 1918 to 1922, 
INCLUSIVE, COMPILED FROM CHE UHICED STATES 
WEATHER BUREAU REPORTS AT THE UNIVERSITY 
OF ARIZONA YfEATHER STATION.*

Mouth i Mean monthly 
: temperature 
; degrees F.

t Mean monthly 
: relative 
: humidity - #

i Mean monthly 
i rainftil 1 
: (inches)

January : 49.44 : 53.60 % 1.098
February : 52.88 * 51.85 I 0.740
Maroh : 57.54 i 42.40 : 0.880
April : 62.08 ; 33.90 : 0.884

May : t 70.16 : 27.70 : 0.340
June ! 82.02 : 24.85 I 0.370
July : 85.28 : 43.70 : 3.580
August : 82,72 : 47.25 : 1.682
September : 78.94 : 43.65 : 0.778
October : 67.80 : 41.35 : 0.410
November : 56.56 z 45.60 : 1.018
December : 50.42 : 54.50 . • 0.384

:Mean annual 66.46
s
I 42.529 i 11.896

* Courtesy of C. B. Gatlin of the university of Arizona, 
Weather Station.



A view of Table 3X gives a vivid idea 
of the variation of climatological conditions as found at 
different points in the United States. Table DC contains 
comparative data of the mean annual relative humidity, 
rainfall inches, evaporation inches from a free-water sur
face, and the altitude of several points in the United 
States with that of Tucson, Arizona,

In studying this comparative data we 
find that the relative humidity varies to a certain extent 
directly as the precipitation. The evaporation from the 
free-water surface varies directly as the humidity of the 
air. less humidity and less rainfall are common to the 
higher altitudes.



masTABLE K  —  HE AIT AHITTJAL RELAT BTE HUMIDITY, HEAR AlIKUAL RAIIi- 
FALL, EYAPORATIOIT FROM FRSEH7A2ER SURFACE, AMD 
ALTITUDE COMPARISOBS OF OTHER PLACES III THE H.S. 
WISH TUCSOH, ARI2CETA. DATA TAKER FROM THE U,S. 
WEATHER BUREAU REPORTS

: z : zTowns in tho s Mean z Mean i Altitude - i Annual evap-
United States ! annual:

R.K.
smrmgl * feet above ©ration from: rainfallz Sea level z free-water

2 * ‘ •
Tucson .Arizona

r:
: 42.6 z 11.58 :

: 2425 t
z 90

Phoenix* n
:
: 40.0 z 8.29 :

: 1108 s
z 100

Yuma* * :
: 2,84 z

z 137 :
z 100

San; Francisco, 
California*

:
z
z 80.0

:
:
: 23.25

:
I: 207

z
:
:

Los Angeles, 
California

:
:
z 71.7

s
: 15.62

:
: 861

z
z
.: 37.2*

San Antonio4 
Texas

z
z
: 62.0

:
t
: 26.79

:
i
z 701

:
:
z

State College* :: 22 8.82
z1 3868

z#
tun* : 51.0 2 : : 9 3

iAsheville* BtC*: 78.0 : 39.78 z
Z 2255 !

:
El Paso* Texas %

z 40.0 2
: 9.39 z

: 3762 :
z 80

H.Yi City* HiY*: 71.0 2
2 43.28 :

z 75 :
:

:

Chicago * HI* !
: 74.0 z

: 33.04 :
: 824 :

:
Denver* Colo* :

: 52.0 : 14.62 :
z 5272 s

z 69*
Boston* Mass*

:
: 72.0 z

z 41.53 z
: 85 z

: 39.1**
* li

st, Paul *Hinn* s 72.0 z
: 28.68 :

z
:
z 35.91

Santa Fe* H*M*
:
s 49.0 :

!•, 14.64 :
z 7013 z

: 79.8*
z

Sew Orleans*La*: 78.0 z
: 56.50 :

i 51 t
z

f Data oourteay of C. 1* Oatlin, University of Arizona 
Weather Station, except that indicated by asterisks. 

* Bibliography 20.
** Bibliography 11.
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Figure 10 shows an outline map of the 
Ohitea. States which contains a curve showing the mean 
annual relative humidity throughout the several states as 
recorded at 152 Weather stations* Che curve on the Atlantis 
and Gulf shore lines shows a relative humidity of 80 percent 
while that of the north Pacific is 85 percent and the Great 
Lakes 75 percent*

The arid district shows a 50 percent 
relative humidity curve extending from El Paso, Texas, 
northwardly through Hew Mexico, v/eotwardly across Arizona 
slightly to the north end of the State, and on through 
Utah, Hovsda,and California. It is true that there are 
several drier points in the arid section than those in
cluded in this map and that several of those have a mean 
relative humidity as low as 40 percent if not lower*
These points are south of the 50-pereent line*

Figure 11 gives a comparison of the 
mean monthly and annual relative humidity of Cueson,
Arizona, with that of Los Angeles, California, This is 
a striking comparison of the relative humidity of an arid 
climate with that of a humid climate* The mean relative 
humidity of Los Angeles of 71,7 percent and that of Cue son 
of 42,5 percent is a difference of 29.2 percent. It is 
interesting to note that the greatest differences between 
these places is for the month of June which is 50 percent.
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5iio procctiLiag paragraphs bringo out 
the location of the dry climate in the United States# 
Taken from the standpoint of the importance of atmospheric 
moisture in artificial incubation, the foregoing tables 
and figures bring out the importance of the problem of 
artificial incubation as related to the dry climate#
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FIGURE 10 —  CUHVT2 IN MAP SHOWS THE MEAN ANNUAL RELATIVE 
HUMIDITY IN THE UNITED STATES; THE MEAN OF THE 
8 A.*, a: THE 8 P. 1$. (75th. HER ICI AIT Tr."'
RKADIKOS OF WET AND DRY BULBS PSYCKROKETZRS AT 
152 STATIONS; AFTFR HEYFR 11

+4M SAM 6AM 74* 84* QAM

11. Meyer, A. E. "Elements of Hydrology* p 52; Data by Meyer 
was supplied by the U. S. Weather Bureau ; the map here
with was produced as accurately as possible after Meyer.
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FICURE 11 —  CHART SHOTIHO GRAPHIC COtTARISOHS OF THF KOZTH- 
LY AMD KEAN ASBUA1 RELATIVE HUMIDITY AT TUCSOS* 
ARIZOBA AMD LOS AMGLES CALIFORNIA 19.

mean R.H, 
Tucson Aria

Jan Fb Ur Apr Ky Jne Jly A xq Sep Oct Hot Dec

Data furnished by the U. S# Weather Station Univer
sity of Arizona.

19. J. D. Tinsley (1906) Hew Mexico Rxp. Station Bul
letin Ho. 59,pp 23.



B. Altitude

As far as the writer has been able to 
ascertain tfasar̂  lias been no experimental work in incubation 
on the problem of altitude. To conduct suoh an experiment 
would be somewhat complex. It seems that several incubators 
running at different altitudes under Identical conditions 
except the one variable, altitude, should give some results 
on this question. Technical checks could be included on 
air, temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure, and actual 
vapor pressure to determine their relationship to embryonic 
development and hatohability. To keep the factors other 
than that of altitude under control at a distance, in dif
ferent incubator rooms and operated by different operators 
at different times would be very difficult.

In considering the question of altitude^ 
figure 12 is presented which summarises the relationship of 
altitude to air temperature, relative humidity, barometric 
pressure, and actual vapor pressure. These factors all 
vary Inversely with altitude.

The figure does not reveal anything 
that indicates that a difference of one mile in altitude 
should have an appreciable effect on incubating eggs.
There is a question, however, that the degree of change 
of these factors may have a detrimental effect on hatch- 
ability of eggs.



Atnosphorio prcsnuro in the common 
factor attributed to altitude affeoting hatohability of eggo. 
fhi® pressure lessens with increasoa elevation,v;hich should 
be beneficial to incubating eggs rather then detrimental# 
This would not be true, however, because of the fact that 
atmospheric pressure is diffused through the egg. Conse
quently, the outside pressure should not effect the hatehs- 
bility of the egg. There is about 15 pounds of pressure to 
the square inch against the entire surfaee of our bodies 
which we db not perceive because of the fact that there is 
an equal pressure within our body, (5)
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FIOURE 12 —  CHART SHOwITG V/ulIATIOH OF METEOROLOGICAL
ELTL!ElTTn V/ITII .ALTITUDE — DATA BY

Temperature - Degreea f
►260 240 .200 -160 -140 -100 -60 -20 0 20 40 60 80| I I 1 I I I I  | | I

Absolute Temperature - Degrees C.

Altitude
Miles
10 —

14,000
0 —

10,000

4 —

Actual Vapor Pressure - mm. j 
4 6 8 10 12 14

Relative Humidity Percent
0 10 2 0 30 40 50 60 7 0 80 90 100

Barometric Pressure - mm. Hg.
0 . 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

11. Reproduced as acurately as possible from ELELIEITTS OF HYD
ROLOGY by A. F. Mcyer(p28). Figure is based on data obser
ved by the U. S, Weather Bureau by means of sounding ball
oons over the Atlantic Ocean middle latitude.



(ojp Cooling Factor.
Cooling eggs during the period of incu

bation has been an attempt by man to substitute cooling 
periods which occur in nature when hens leave their nests 
for food. It seems logical than the hen’s motive in leaving 
the nest is to procure food and not to cool her eggs. The 
assumption is that cooling increases the hatch. Cooling no 
doubt increase# the hatch in many instances, but there is

(3)no evidence that it increases all hatches.' ' Some have 
held to the theory that cooling is a relief from a high 
constant temperature. Llppineott states:

"What would seem to be more reasonable 
is the suggestion that by cooling, the con
sents of the egg contract somewhat, thus 
drawing fresh M r  through the pores of the 
shell for the ever-increasing demands of the 
embryo." I2 #*

As a matter of fact, the larger mammoth 
and cabinet incubators, of modern make, provide fans of 
special means of ventilation which maintains the supply of 
fresh air and dispels the refuse gases, thus securing suc
cessful results. Because the cooling of eggs in one of
these machines would be impractical from the standpoint

(2)of labor, ventilation is used as a substitute, lams on , 
in running a comparative test of cooling versus not cool
ing, in which several thousand eggs were used, secured a 
3-peroent higher hatching rate of eggs not cooled than of 
those tooled. Stewart and Atwood made the following
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statement in summarizing the results of their cooling test;
"It is difficult to conceive of any valid 

reason for cooling eggs during incubation and 
thus slowing down the vital processes, and those 
experiments seem to indicate that the beneficial 
effects which unquestionably sometimes result 
from the process of airing and cooling are due 
to airing and that the cooling of eggs during 
the pro#### of incubation below the proper in
cubating temperature when considered by itself 
is detrimental."

She developing embryo must have a suf
ficient amount of air to supply oxygen and to carry away 
refuse gases. But, there is a problem yet from the stand
point of our dry climate. Shis problem is the faot that 
ventilation, (provision of fresh air from outside circu
lating through egg chamber), drys out incubating eggs thus 
lowering efficiency of hatch if carried too far.

Shen the question arises just how much 
fresh air should we supply the developing chick in our dry 
climate? It seems logical that in order to secure normal 
development of the embryo, we should provide just enough 
air to supply sufficient oxygen and to adequately displace 
refuse gases and no more, Any more in our dry climate may 
be a sacrifice of moisture. She method of ventilating is 
-the more logical one than cooling in a humid climate, but 
the cooling method may be superior to ventilating in the 
dry climate.

It seems,as far as the writer has been 
ablo to ascertain, that there is a popular belief prevail
ing 'that the proeee# of cooling eggs increases the rate of



evaporation of moisture content of eggs* Some of the 
authors who favor this theoiy are Bonner, (?)> L e e ^ ,  and 
Sohoppe' %  2h# question of eggs aotually losing moisture
at a more rapid rate while cooling than when in a machine 
at incubation temperature has considerable importance from 
the standpoint of the dry climate.

Unfortunately, no check was made of 
loss of weight by evaporation of the eggs in the experiment 
on cooling conducted by the writer at the University of 
Arizona, Hence, with this problem at hand, the writer car
ried out an experiment in April, of 1925, at the Hew Mexico 
A. and M. College, and Experiment Station, in which a unit 
cooled versus one not cooled was checked for loss in weight 
due to evaporation. The incubator used was a lEO-egg,hot- 
water type having five holes in bottom one-half inch in 
diameter and-.l 1-inch hole in the top as means of ventila
tion, The top v6nt was not opened until after the seventh 
day. Comparatively speaking this is a small amount of ven
tilation. A full-sized moist sand tray was kept below the 
egg tray, the results of this test are summarized in fable X

The eggs of the oooled unit lost 1.22 per 
cent^v/Sight than those of the unit not oooled. This data is 
contrary to the opinion that cooling increases evaporation.
It seems reasonable that the mere process of cooling would 
not increase evaporation. All factors remaining the same 
evaporation should decrease as temperature decreases.
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Decreased temperature lessens the motion of the molecules 
of a substance which means less of them will be lost as 
vapor to the surrounding air. ̂  ̂ the Comparative differ
ence in relative humidity of the air of the incubator and 
that of the room seems to be an influencing factor in 
affecting rate of evaporation, the dryer the air above the 
substance the greater the evaporation.^10 *̂

fABLE X. —  THE EFFECT OF COOLIHG EGGS AliD HOT OOQLIKG EGGS 
DURIHG IHCQBATE)If AS HELAfSD fO THE EFFICIENCY 
OF THE HATCH AND JuOSS IN WEIGHT DUE TO EFAPORA* 
TIOS OF MOISTURE CONTENT OF EGGS.

Units of
: Bercent : Percent loss in weight of eggs 
s hatch of : due to evaporation.

experiment : eggs set z 7th. day:14th. day: isth.day: Total
Hot cooled : 48 : 4.12 : 5.21

:
2.21 : 11.54

Cooled : : : : 56 : 3.69 : 4.48 :
: 2.15 ; 10.32

Difference : 8 : .43 : .73
:
:
:

. : 
!.06 : 1.22

By reducing ventilation to a minimum and 
keeping a large moist sand tray on the floor of the incubator 
below the eggs, it seems reasonable that we may keep the 
humidity higher than that of the room. It seems reasonable, 
also, that the air of an incubator fully ventilated and 
without any provision of moisture should contain less 
humidity than that of the room, thus, the plan of Increas
ing humidity by reducing ventilation and by supplying moist



atmosphere to egg chamber with moist sand, pan coupled, with 
cooling of eggs as means of supplying oxygen and. disposing 
of refuse gases, seems to have great possibilities toward 
coping with the dry-climate problem.

It seems well to include a short dis
cussion at this time on carbon dioxide as related to incuba
tion in the dry climate. The carbon-dioxide problem is one 
distinctly of controlling ventilation and cooling. Conse
quently the carbon-dioxide problem in incubation has great 
importance as related to the outstanding problem of the dry 
climate, that is^ one of conserving the moisture-content of 
eggs.

The recent work by Atwood and Weaksley*11* 
of West Virginia on "Amount of Carbon Dioxide Given off by 
Eggs During Incubation", should be of great value to those 
incubating eggs in the dry climate. Valuable statements by 
Atwood and Weakely from the viewpoint concerning moisture 
conservation are as follows:

"From the beginning of incubation to the 
tenth day the daily increase in the amount of 
carbon dioxide given off was small, but after 
that half way period in the development of 
the embryo was passed the daily increase was 
greater....  The increase from the nine
teenth to the twentieth day is practically equal 
to the amount given off during the first eight 
days, and the increase from the twentieth to 
the twenty-first day is roughly equal to all 
carbon dioxide given off during the first half 
of hatch.till
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fable x i .  —  SHOvaia m o urn  op cabboi d i o x i d e g h e e  off b y
EGGS DURISG INCUS AT ION. (ii)

;Day of : Grams Sarbon
ineubation: dioxide

:
:
i

:Days of %
ineubation :

Grams carbon 
dioxide

First
:
i
I .0188

!
:
i Twelfth ‘ .8488

Second I .0085 3
3 Thirteenth : .3377

Third : .0119 3
3

3Fourteenth i .4580
Fourth $ .0810

3
3 Fifteenth *: .8738

Fifth i .0312 3
3 Sixteenth * .6707

Sixth : .0391
3
3

3Seventeenth: .7277
Seventh : .0513

3
% Eighteenth : .5663

Eighth : .0681
%
*

3Nineteenth $ .7801
ninth s .0816 3

Twentieth ; 1.0036
Tenth I .1261 3

3 Twenty-first:
$
:

1.4260
Eleventh : .1758 %

:

These results lead us to feel free in 
operating the laeufcator with vents closed for the first tea 
days of Incubation with an increase in opening vents there
after as period of incubation advances, giving a liberal 
amount of ventilation the last tare days. This plan of 
ventilation would conserve considerably on molsture-eontent 
of eggs. It seems that ventilation could be substituted 
by adequately cooling up to the last two days. This would 
be true assuming that cooling is an adequate method of sup
plying oxygen and displacing refuse gases and a good means
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of eonoerving the moisture-content of eggs.

Be Egg-Shell Factor

The subject of the egg shell as a factor 
in incubation as related, to the dry climate seems to be one 
which has attracted little or no attention. As a factor 
effecting the hatch in the dry climate, texture of egg shell 
seems to have considerable importance.

v The writer * a conclusion on the tost deal
ing with texture of egg shell as related to the dry climate, 
is that eggs with thin shells, eggs having translucent spots 
in shell, and eggs with bloom washed off showed a degree of 
excessive evaporation. Eippincott^ states that washed 
eggs will likely evaporate an abnormal amount.

The writer also found that eggs having 
normal shells gave most efficient hatches and seem to evapo
rate less than eggs having any abnormalities. The problem 
of texture, however, should be easily controlled where there 
is a large quantity of eggs from which to select hatching 
eggs.

S. Turning Factor.

The hens turn incubating eggs several 
times a day. Man puts the idea into practice in artificial 
incubation. The hen turns the eggs probably in an attempt
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to get olosor to the eggs and. to get Into a more eoafortable
(12)position. fh» hen turns her eggs many times. Payne 

found that the hen turned her eggs hourly day and night and 
when watehed two hours continuously she turned them five 
times each hour.

The experimental work conducted by the 
writer reveals that it is necessary to turn incubating eggs 
in a dry climate. When eggs were not turned germs stuck to 
the shells which may have been influenced by the dry atmos
phere.

It seems entirely probable that turning 
of eggs in the dry climate is more essential than in a humid 
climate. There is more danger of the allantois adhering to 
the yolk causing a rupture of the vitelline layer which 
ultimately results in death. When eggs aro not turned for 
several hours the vitelline layer comes in close contact with 
the allantois and the allantois in close contact with the 
inner shell membrane. Thus turning seems to be very bene
ficial to the vital process of the embryonic development and 
to the hatch.

It was,found that turning eggs twice a 
day gave the best results, and oven better results than when 
turned six times a day. It does not seem reasonable that 
six turnings should be excessive. .Payne^12  ̂ of Massachusetts 
found that six turnings compared te two turnings increased 
the hatch in some instances as much as 10.1 percent.



F. Position Factor

Position of eggs in the tray is of par
ticular importance from an incubation standpoint. Position 
of eggs in the tray, however, does not seem to have any re
lationship to the dry-climate problem other than that of 
crowding which lessens evaporation by reducing the air-cir
culating space. Eggs are frequently placed at an inclined 
position close together in order to increase the number set.

As far as the writer has been able to
ascertain there has been very little investigational work done

(2)
on the position of eggs as related to incubation. Mpplneott 
makes the following statement concerning this matter:

"Occasionally .....  chicks develop with
the head directed toward the small end. The 
esuee of this, it Is asserted, is allowing the 
egg to rest in the neat or incubator with the 
small end uppermost. Definite information on 
this point is scarce."

The results of the test as shown diagram- 
atically in Figure 6, page 35, indicate that the normal 
position for incubating eggs is when the anterior end of eggs 
is inclined; also, that a 45-degree angle seemed to be most 
favorable to the development of the chick.

It was noticed also that the anterior 
end of the embryo will locate in the anterior end of the 
egg when egg’s long axis are parelied to horizontal line of 
tray, and that when the small end of the egg is sufficiently 
uppermost the chick’s head will locate in posterior end of



egg. This indicates that some attraction, probably specific 
gravity, caused the chick to make its particular adjustment 
in the egg as related to position of chick’s head in egg. 
Figure 6, page 35, reveals the importance of the ©kick’s 
head being located near the air cell from mhich first air 
is received when pulmonary respiration begins.

Temperature Factor

Experimental data on incubation temper
atures in the dry climate seems to be meager. Results of 
tests conducted by the Hew Hexltto Agricultural and Mechan
ical College*13* favor the temperatures 101, 102, 103 and 
places the least value on the temperature 103, 103, and 
103. The results of these tests may not be representative 
of results to expeot of all hatches in a dry climate when 
incubated at the above temperatures. This is true because 
of the variation of incubators and because of the fact 
that outside temperature may affect the hatch. In the 
first place one machine may ventilate in such a manner as 
to bring in cold air through the bottom of the machine 
while another machine may ventilate otherwise.

H. Moisture Factor

Moisture is the common factor considered 
as important in a dry climate. The moisture content of
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eggs eraporate rapidly in dry air, causing embryos to 
stick to shells in early stages and at hatching time.
There is more danger of the vitelline layer adhering to 
the allantois membrane when evaporation is excessive.
Rapid evaporation seems to be detrimental to the vital 
proeeaaea of embryonic development. Che chick's body con
tains a considerable amount of water, and weighs more when 
eggs have been incubated in moist air and are more vigor- 
ous^14 *̂ Water partially dissolves the shell of the egg 
and renders the mineral content more easily available to 
the developing embryo. Dryden and Knowlton make the following 
statements in their report on moisture experiments conducted 
at the Oregon Experiment Station:

"It was shown very definitely that 
moisture was really an important factor 
in the proper development of tho chicks.
The amount of phosphorus, lime and cer
tain compounds of protein...... were
influenced by the amount of moisture in 
machine..... It was brought out that 
the chick draws on shell for nutrition, 
or for necessary mineral elements to 
make growth of frame or skeleton and 
with sufficient moisture in machine the 
chick was able to draw on larger supply 
of lime from the shell."

Che above paragraphs summarize the 
importance of keeping evaporation of moisture content of 
incubating eggs within certain limits. There seems to be 
very little danger of ever over-supplying moisture to eggs 
in dry climates. Maximum moisture should be supplied and 
in turn tegalated by adjusting degree of ventilation of



egg chamber. In the event evaporation appears excessively 
retardea, vents should be opened more and visa versa. If 
it becomes necessary to reduce ventilation to a minimum, 
the amount of cooling should be increased proportionally.

Moisture supplied to inoubating eggs 
increases the hatch in the humid as well as in the dry 
climate. Experiments conducted in the humid section reveal
ing this fact are as follows: Dryden*28* at the Oregon
Station found that the hatch was increased 32.6 percent 
when moisture was supplied; Graham(16) at Ontario, Canada, 
reported the hatch was increased 10.9 percent when moisture 
was supplied; Lev/is*14  ̂ of Hew Jersey found that the hatch 
was increased and that the ohioke weighed more and were 
more vigorous when moisture was supplied. Stewart and 
Atwood of West Virginia make the following statement regard
ing results of their moisture experiment:

"Ihe results of this work seems to 
indicate that the chick embryos have the power 
to adapt themselves to a considerable extent 
to different degrees of humidity during the 
development and eonae%uontly to slightly 
different percentages of moisture in the 
tissues of their bodies....... but there
are certain limits beyond which this would 
not be true, and undoubtedly, it is the best 
practice to inoubate so that the loss in 
weight will agree as closely as possible with 
the normal.n(6)

the writer interpreted the work normal 
to represent about 12.7 percent loss in weight which is 
considerably less than what frequently oeeurs in the dry



olimate. 9ho results of the writer's esporiment, on mois
ture proseated in Table Til, page 44, show a loss of weight 
due to evaporation of 12.2 pereent when moisture was sup
plied with moist sand trays and a lose of 19.9 percent when 
no moisture was supplied. Dry&en^^ detected a loss of 
12.28 pereent when sand tray was used to supply moisture and 
a loss of 17.78 percent when no moisture was supplied. The 
above data by the writer and that by Dryden seem to indicate 
that the normal loss of weight for incubating eggs in the dry 
olimate is around 12 or 13 percent. Thus the normal loss of 
weight does not seem to vary in the humid and the dry climates 
When a proper amount of moisture is furnished.

The discussion of the above paragraphs 
brings out the importance of supplying moisture to incubat
ing eggs in the humid climate as well as in the dry olimate. 
The moisture, however, becomes a greater problem in the dry
climate than in the humid climate because of the difference

.
in relative humidity the moisture content of the atmosphere.

i
Figure 11, page 57, shows a difference of 29.2 percent less 
relative humidity at Tucson, Arizona than Los Angeles,
California.

Since there is a distinct need of supply
ing moisture to eggs under incubation in the dry olimate, 
it seems appropriate to discuss the efficiency of the dif
ferent methods used in supplying moisture. With the idea 
of making a comparative study of methods of supplying 
moisture, the following table was formulated which contains
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results from experiments oondueted. at experiment stations 
located in the dry climate district:

TiBLE XIi:'. —  COKBARISOil OP RESULTS OF DIPPffilEf ISEHOBS
OF SUPPLY Ilia HOIS CURS AC ARI20IIA, UCAH,Aim 
HEW MEXICO SXPERIMSUC SCACIOlfS AS RSLACSD 
CO P E R O m 1 IIACCH.AHD LOSS WSIQHI OF S003 
DUE CO EVAPORJfflOE.

: Ko mdisfee: Begs T* Water : sand
Stations ; supplied : sprinkled : tray _ : trey

:~3 : % : ̂  : *5 ip Tfi j p  : p
: Hatch: V/e i ght :Eat oh: Wo igh t: 2at ch: V/o ight: Hatch :’,7cight

__________ :_____ilost :____ :lost :_____ :lost :______ilost
: : : : :: : : :: : : : : : : :Arizona* :18.00;18.80 :80.00:17.60 :38.00:15.40 :42.00:12.20

% t e % 3 # *  %
Utahu u  :29.65:17.78 : : : :16.13 :56.12:12.28
lew Mexico:24.25:17.38 :26.81:16,53 : :______ ^35.38:14.79

: : : : : : : :Average :23.96:17.98 :26.40:16.89 ;32.00:15.95 :44.54:13.09

Cable XII i stri^kingly brings out the 
need of supplying moisture in the dry climate. Chio table 
also brings out distinctly the efficiency of the moist sand 
tray method as compared to other methods. The loss in 
weight of eggs, of the sand tray method, due to evaporation 
placed at an average of 13.09 percent is fairly close to the 
normal loss in weight (about 12.7 percent), discussed on 
page 72 * The full size moist sand tray placed below
the eggs in the incubator comas raoro nearly establishing 
the desired humidity than any ether method used so far.

♦Results of experiments by the writer at the Arizona Agri
cultural Experiment Station#



It is interesting to note that Table 
X ll - i  shows a distinct consistency held between the results 
from the three stations, Utah, Arizona, and How llezlco.
Tho results of eaeh station favor the sand tray method of 
supplying moisture. Regardless what method was used to 
supply moisture at any of these stations, the hatch was 
increased when moisture was supplied, and the lowest hatches 
resulted when no moisture was used.
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